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Massachusetts (Commonwealth of)
New Issue - Moody's assigns Aa2 to Massachusetts' $143M
GANs, 2017 Ser. A; outlook stable

Summary Rating Rationale
Moody's Investors Service has assigned a Aa2 rating to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts’ $143 million Federal Highway Grant Anticipation Notes (GANs) (Accelerated
Bridge Program) 2017 Series A. The bonds are expected to sell on November 1.

The Aa2 rating reflects the subordinate pledge on Commonwealth Transportation Fund (CTF)
revenues after debt service is paid on outstanding CTF bonds, which are currently rated Aa1.
The ratings also reflects the strong coverage provided by a senior lien on federal highway
reimbursements, balanced by the periodic reauthorization risk of the revenue stream from
the federal government. Creditors benefit from strong legal protections as well, including
an advance set-aside of federal revenues for debt service, a two-pronged additional bonds
test that limits the issuance of parity GANs and debt service payments that do not require
appropriation from the state.

Exhibit 1

Net CTF revenues and federal highway funds provide healthy MADS coverage
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Credit Strengths

» Strong coverage provided by a pledge of Massachusetts' federal highway reimbursements

» Additional coverage provided by a pledge of CTF funds after payment of senior CTF bonds

Credit Challenges

» No limit on additional subordinated bonds in the CTF indenture, although additional
debt is limited by additional bonds tests of 2.5 times on CTF revenues and 1.5x on federal
reimbursements in the ABP GANs indenture

https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBM_1095500
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» Periodic reauthorization risk inherent in the federal program and uncertainty about the form of future federal highway aid programs

Rating Outlook
The outlook is stable, reflecting the expected levels of federal reimbursements through 2020 as well as the continued steady growth of
CTF revenues that will be available in the event of disruption to federal funds.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade

» An upgrade to the CTF rating

» Changes in legal structure such as stronger limitations on CTF leverage at the senior and subordinate level

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade

» A downgrade to the CTF rating

» A significant decline in federal reimbursements or obligation authority, or overall changes in the federal highway aid program that
materially impact the funds that flow to Massachusetts

» Large leverage of the CTF or material weakening in the CTF revenues that reduce backup coverage

Key Indicators

Exhibit 2

Massachusetts Federal Grant Anticipation Notes FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016

Coverage of Maximum Annual Debt Service (x) 104.3x 104.3x 38.0x 21.5x 18.4x

Total Debt Outstanding (Mil.) $610 $449 $531 $700 $657

Pledged Revenue (Mil.) $1,605 $1,662 $1,763 $1,796 $1,829

Pledged Revenue Annual Change -8.5% 3.6% 6.1% 1.9% 1.9%

Additional Bonds Test (x) 4.0x 4.0x 4.0x 4.0x 4.0x

Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts; Moody's Investors Service

Recent Developments
Recent developments are incorporated in the Detailed Rating Considerations.

Detailed Rating Considerations
Tax Base and Nature of Pledge
The GANs benefit from two sources of pledged revenues: first, all federal highway construction reimbursements and second, net CTF
pledged revenues after the payment of debt service on the CTF bonds. Federal revenues flow from the Federal-Aid Highway Program,
established in 1956 and are primarily comprised of federal fuel taxes. Distribution of these funds requires periodic reauthorization and
appropriation from Congress, which was most recently granted in December 2015 and running through September 30, 2020. The
commonwealth expects to receive approximately $600 million annually. CTF pledged revenues are comprised of a variety of state fuel
taxes and motor vehicle registry fees. For a more detailed discussion on the CTF revenues, please refer to our most recent rating report,
dated October 20, 2017.

Debt Service Coverage and Revenue Metrics
Post sale, MADS coverage is projected at 5.5 times based solely on federal funds. MADS is projected to occur in fiscal 2021, one year
after expiration of the current federal highway funding program. Inclusive of both federal funds and expected net CTF funds, MADS

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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grows to a significant 16.2 times. Incorporating the additional GAN debt currently contemplated by the commonwealth, MADS
coverage falls slightly to 5.3 times projected federal revenues and 15.1 times across both federal and net CTF revenues.

Debt and Legal Covenants
GANs are subject to a two pronged leverage constraint, requiring 1.5 times coverage of MADs by federal reimbursements for both the
senior and subordinate GANs, and 2.5 times coverage by excess CTF revenues.

DEBT STRUCTURE
The commonwealth currently has $940 million in outstanding federal Grant Anticipation Notes, with proceeds funding the Rail
Enhancement Program (REP) and Accelerated Bridge Program (ABP). The commonwealth expects to issue another $30 million in GANs
through 2021.

DEBT-RELATED DERIVATIVES
All of the commonwealth’s GAN debt is fixed rate and it does not have any derivative products outstanding.

PENSIONS AND OPEB
Based on the commonwealth's fiscal 2016 pension data, we have calculated that its adjusted net pension liability (ANPL) was $65.2
billion, or 201.5% of revenues. The 50-state median ANPL to revenues is 82.2%, and Massachusetts ranks sixth-highest in this ratio.
Massachusetts is among the handful of states that take responsibility for directly funding teacher pensions. Moody's ANPL reflects
certain adjustments made to improve comparability of reported pension liabilities.

The commonwealth's other post-employment benefits (OPEB) accrued liability, assuming no pre-funding and a discount rate of 4.5%,
was approximately $16.3 billion as of January 1, 2016. The liability falls to $10.2 billion assuming pre-funding and a discount rate of
7.75%. Massachusetts dedicates future tobacco settlement monies to its OPEB trust fund, phased-in starting in fiscal 2013.

The commonwealth contributes more than the full amount of its actuarially determined pension contribution, about $1.9 billion in
fiscal 2016. However, the state's contributions were 65.7% of our “tread water” benchmark, which is the payment covering the year's
newly accrued service costs and interest on the NPL. The state's combined debt service, pension and OPEB contributions in fiscal 2016
were 20.0% of own-source governmental revenues, increasing to 23.1% if the state made it's tread water contribution. The high fixed
costs are partly attributable to the Commonwealth's absorption of certain costs covered by local governments in most other states.

For a more detailed discussion on Massachusetts' pension and OPEB liabilities, please refer to our most recent rating report for the
Commonwealth.

Governance
The federal highway revenues that are pledged to the GANs are not subject to annual state appropriation for debt service payments
and the federal revenues are deposited with the trustee one year in advance, insulating the credit somewhat from the state governance
practices. However, we note the subordinate pledge on the CTF revenues, and that in the event of a lack of authorization for the federal
revenues, the GANs would also be subject to the same governance ties as the CTF bonds given the subordinate pledge on the CTF
revenues. For more discussion on the CTF governance ties to the commonwealth, please see our most recent CTF report dated October
20, 2017.

Legal Security
The GANs are secured by a senior lien on federal reimbursements with a secondary pledge on net CTF funds. If federal reimbursements
are not expected to provide 1.5 times coverage of debt service, the governor is required to request an appropriation from excess CTF
funds to cure the deficiency. If no appropriation is made by the legislature, the trustee is prohibited from releasing CTF funds to the
commonwealth for operations. As long as projected federal reimbursements meet the 1.5 times test, the indenture also requires that
funds sufficient for the succeeding year's debt service be set-aside by the trustee one year in advance of each of the December 15 and
June 15 debt service payment dates.
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Use of Proceeds
The Federal Highway GANs are being issued as part of the commonwealth's Accelerated Bridge Program, with proceeds being used to
finance bridge repair and construction in the commonwealth. The proceeds will also be used to advance refund certain outstanding
maturities of the Series 2013 A GANs for expected net present value savings.

Obligor Profile
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has an estimated 2016 population of 6.8 million people and a gross state product of
approximately $507.9 billion. The state is economically well diversified and has very high wealth levels.

Methodology
The principal methodology used in this rating was US Public Finance Special Tax Methodology published in July 2017. Please see the
Rating Methodologies page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.

Ratings

Exhibit 3

Massachusetts (Commonwealth of)
Issue Rating
Federal Highway Grant Anticipation Notes
(Accelerated Bridge Program) 2017 Series A

Aa2

Rating Type Underlying LT
Sale Amount $142,640,000
Expected Sale Date 11/01/2017
Rating Description Special Tax:

Transportation-Related
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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